CODEOBJECTS INTEGRATED SERVICE

Integration with
Third-Party
Services
Pre-built integrations with leading insurance industry vendors takes the
burden of integration off your hands. Easily select from our library of
services, or let us integrate your preferred vendors.
CUSTOMERS WHO TRUST CODEOBJECTS

Carriers need access to essential third party services
and information. With pre-built integration services
to leading third party vendors and information
providers, you access a wide variety of real-time
services and data. CodeObjects maintains these
integrations, so you don’t have to. As your needs
change, new services can be easily added or
deleted. For custom integrations, the CodeObjects
Core Suite offers web service capabilities, templates
and support for integration with service providers or
trading partners that are not in our current library.
Because all integrations are pre-built, tested and
maintained by CodeObjects ,the implementation is
efficient and less time consuming.

Effective, Integrated, Flexible Choice of Key Services
Lower Maintenance Our complete library of pre-built
integrations has gives you access to the standard services
you need. Our hosted software is always up to date, offering
you the latest from the vendors you have come to trust.
Eliminate Implementation Headaches CodeObjects
integrates and maintains all the integrations. Pre-built
code and best practices make adding, swapping or
deleting a service simple and efficient.
Large Library of Services including address services,
e-signature, agency download services, payment
solutions, accounting software, security, authentication
and authorization, and third party data sources.

Faster Time to Market

Flexibility Out-of-the-Box

Configuration

All integrated services are designed
to be quick to implement and easy
to roll out. Carriers have the ability
to change service providers as
necessary, and without downtime.

Pre-built best practices, technology
interfaces and implementation and
testing methodologies reduce the
complexity and increase speed
of implementation.

For services that are not included
in the CodeObjects library, integration is
simple, supported by CodeObjects and
based on standard web services.
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END-TO-END OPTIONS
CodeObjects offers integrations for each phase of the insurance lifecycle, from quote through
renewal. With prebuilt integrations, implementation of services can be reduced to a few hours or days.
CodeObjects manages the entire process so you can stay focused on your business.

Address Services

Accounting

Address cleansing services ensure that carriers are working with
clean and accurate location data.

Integrations with PeopleSoft, Diamond and other leading
accounting systems can provide automatic data feeds for
streamlined accounting.

ECM Solutions
Interfaces to leading Enterprise Content Management solutions,
including document generation services, make document
management efficient and accurate. Document templates that
are linked to data files simplify insurance processing.

Payment Systems
Seamlessly integrate with leading payment processing vendors
and gain access to recommended vendors that specialize in
insurance.

Security and Authentication
CodeObjects integrates with your centralized authentication
and authorization services, business rules and policies.

Third-Party Data
CodeObjects is fully integrated with all leading thirdparty data
solutions used by underwriters, claims representatives or other
carrier team members.

Better systems. Better policies. Better business.
CodeObjects is a state-of-the-art, cloud-based Property & Casualty
Insurance platform. With CodeObjects, carriers have access to better
systems, can write better policies and deliver better business results.
Our solutions are purpose-built for, and fully configurable by business
users. We put the power to change, update or launch new products
in the hands of these users, with minimal reliance on IT. CodeObjects
gives carriers the flexibility and speed they need to respond to
change, reduce risk and grow.
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